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Abstract We present a novel method of estimating temperatures near the mesopause region using
meteor radar observations. The method utilizes the linear relationship between the full width at half
maximum (FWHM) of the meteor height distribution and the temperature at the meteor peak height. Once
the proportionality constant of the linear relationship is determined from independent temperature
measurements performed over a specific period of time by the Microwave Limb Sounder (MLS) instrument
on board the Aura satellite, the temperature can be estimated continuously according to the measurements
of the FWHM alone without additional information. The temperatures estimated from the FWHM are
consistent with the MLS temperatures throughout the study period within a margin of 3.0%. Although
previous methods are based on temperature gradient or pressure assumptions, the new method does not
require such assumptions, which allows us to estimate the temperature at approximately 90 km with
better precision.

1. Introduction

Although the mesosphere and lower thermosphere (MLT) region is difficult to access, the neutral tempera-
ture of the MLT is an essential parameter for understanding the physical processes underlying the region’s
dynamical variations and their long-term trends in response to climate change. Recent developments in
meteor radar have increased the usefulness of this technology for investigations of the MLT region, and
meteor radar is particularly effective for inferring the neutral temperature near the mesopause region
because it is capable of operating day and night all year round, regardless of the weather conditions. The
optical instruments that observe airglow in the mesosphere provide information on mesospheric tempera-
tures. However, these instruments are intrinsically limited because they can only operate during moonless
clear nights [Won et al., 2003; Cho et al., 2010]. Hence, a number of studies have been performed on meteor
radar observations, which do not present such a limitation, and reports indicate that meteor radar can
successfully and continuously monitor mesospheric temperatures [Chilson et al., 1996; Hocking et al., 1997;
Stober et al., 2008; Hall et al., 2012; Kim et al., 2012].

To estimate the mesospheric temperature frommeteor radar observations, most previous studies utilized the
linear relationship between the diffusion coefficient obtained from the meteor decay time and T/P1/2, where
T and P are atmospheric temperature and pressure, respectively [Hocking et al., 2004; Holdsworth et al., 2006].
To overcome the requirement of a priori atmospheric pressure knowledge to perform temperature estima-
tions, Hocking [1999] proposed the following relationship:

T ¼ S
mg
k

þ 2
dt
dz

� �
log10e; (1)

where S is the slope of the log inverse decay time versus the height, m is the mass of a typical atmospheric
molecule, g is the gravitational acceleration near the meteor height, k is the Boltzmann constant, and dT/dz is
the temperature gradient. From equation (1), the temperature at the meteor peak height can be estimated
once the meteor decay time profiles are obtained frommeteor radar observations. Several observational stu-
dies have been conducted to validate or improve this method via comparisons between temperatures
derived from pressure models and airglow observations from the ground and satellites [Hocking et al.,
2001; Singer et al., 2004; Vineeth et al., 2005; Hocking et al., 2007; Kumar, 2007; Dyrland et al., 2010; Kim
et al., 2012; Meek et al., 2013].
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Although the temperature estimated from this method is generally consistent with other independent mea-
surements, the method requires the following a priori information: (1) the temperature gradient model based
on other independent temperature observations and (2) the slope of the height profiles of the log inverse
decay time [Kim et al., 2012]. However, a consistent method of determining the slope is not available because
each study has applied different criteria for determining this parameter, which increases the difficultly of
directly comparing or validating the results estimated from various locations. In this study, we propose a
newmethod for estimatingmesospheric temperatures frommeteor radar observations without a priori infor-
mation on the temperature gradient and slope. We will compare the results from the newmethod with those
from the temperature gradient method and the temperature measurements of the Microwave Limb Sounder
(MLS) on board the Aura satellite.

2. Observations
2.1. Meteor Radar at King Sejong Station

Themeteor radar is designed to observe themesosphere and lower thermosphere (MLT) region at an altitude
of 70 to 110 km by detecting the backscattered signals from the ionized meteor trails. The meteor radar at
King Sejong Station (KSS) in Antarctica (62.22°S, 58.78°W) has been operated by the Korea Polar Research
Institute in cooperation with Chungnam National University, Korea, since March 2007. The KSS meteor radar
is configured at a frequency of 33.2MHz, which is an optimized condition for a maximum meteor detection
rate. The transmitter has a peak power of 12 kW and a duty cycle of 8.4% for coded Gaussian-shaped pulses at
a pulse repetition rate of 440Hz. The typical meteor detection rate of the KSS meteor radar is 15,000–40,000
unambiguous underdense meteors per day, which shows clear seasonal variation, with a maximum in sum-
mer and a minimum in winter [Kim et al., 2010; Lee et al., 2013; Eswaraiah et al., 2016]. The large detection rate
of the KSS radar allows us to extend the height range of the reliable meteor information from the peak
meteor detection height down to an altitude of approximately 75 km without excessive uncertainty. Radar
data from 2012 to 2015, which represent a period with sufficient recordings of meteors, even in winter, are
used because the observed meteor distribution statistics critically depend on the meteor detection rate.

2.2. Aura/MLS Data

The neutral temperature and geopotential height (GPH) data at meteor heights were obtained from Aura
satellite observations near KSS. The Aura satellite is in a Sun-synchronous polar orbit at an altitude of
705 km with an inclination of 98.2°. The MLS instrument on board the Aura satellite measures microwave
emissions across five bands ranging from 118GHz to 2.5 THz to derive the temperatures and constituent
volume mixing ratios on the fixed pressure surfaces from the troposphere to the mesosphere. The MLS tem-
perature and GPH are primarily retrieved from a band close to the O2 spectral lines at 118GHz on a fixed ver-
tical pressure grid from 261 hPa to 0.001 hPa. The horizontal resolution of the temperature is 165 km along
the orbital track and 21 km across the track [Schwartz et al., 2008]. In this study, we used the MLS data from
both the ascending and descending nodes within a distance of 400 km centered on the location of KSS to
directly compare the satellite data with the meteor radar observations over the entire period from 2012 to
2015. All of the MLS GPHs were converted to geometric heights as described in Younger et al. [2014], and
the Earth’s radius at the latitude of the observations was based on the WGS84 ellipsoid model.

3. Height Distribution of Meteor Echoes

Most underdense meteors ablate in the altitude region from 70 to 110 km because of collisions with atmo-
spheric molecules. The resulting meteor plasma trails provide essential information on the background atmo-
sphere, including the neutral wind, temperature [Kim et al., 2012], and density [Younger et al., 2015]. The
meteor radar detects echoes backscattered from the meteor trails aligned perpendicular to the line of sight.
The detected meteors are mostly concentrated at an altitude of approximately 90 km, and the meteor peak
height (MPH) is sensitively dependent on the background atmospheric density [McKinley, 1961]. The height
distribution of the meteor echoes, however, primarily depends on the atmospheric density gradient (i.e., the
atmospheric scale height) and mass distribution of the incident meteors [Kaiser, 1954].

Figure 1 shows the meteor height distribution observed by the KSS meteor radar on a day in 2013 for which
the maximum number of meteor echoes was recorded. Because a Gaussian function best fits the observed
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meteor height distribution, at least near
the peak, we fit the distribution with a
Gaussian curve by adjusting the MPH
and the full width at half maximum
(FWHM) as presented in Figure 1.

The daily values of the MPH and FWHM
calculated from meteor radar observa-
tions in 2014 and the heights of the con-
stant atmospheric pressure surfaces
from MLS observations within a region
of 400 km centered on KSS are pre-
sented in Figure 2. The MPH was highly
correlated with the height of the atmo-
spheric pressure at log10 P=�3.11.
The heights of the constant pressure
surfaces varied with the seasons
because of the corresponding atmo-
spheric expansions and contractions.

The FWHMs (red) around the MPHs (blue diamond) are also displayed. The height intervals of the two neutral
pressure surfaces above and below the MPH are well followed by the FWHM. These results show that the
height distribution of the meteor echoes is mainly affected by the background atmospheric pressure, which
is a function of density and temperature.

The high correlation between the FWHM and the background atmospheric pressure shown in Figure 2 can be
described by a hydrostatic equation:

∂lnP
∂z

¼ � g
RT

; (2)

where g and R are the gravitational acceleration and gas constant, respectively. These two parameters can be
considered constant within a small-altitude range around the MPH in the well-mixed atmosphere below
100 km [Andrews et al., 1987]. The FWHM closely follows the two pressure surfaces of P1(z1) and P2(z2) as indi-
cated by the two thick lines enveloping the FWHM in Figure 2. This result may indicate that the FWHM repre-
sented by the height difference is directly proportional to the temperature within the atmospheric layers
between the two pressure surfaces at z1 and z2:

FWHM ¼ R
g
ln

P1
P2

� �
Th i; (3)

where FWHM= z2� z1 and p1 and p2 are
constant. Note that this relationship
can simply be derived from equation
(2). The layer mean temperature hTi
between the two constant pressure
surfaces of P1(z1) and P2(z2) is defined
as follows:

Th i ¼ ∫
P2

P1T dln P=∫
P2

P1dln P: (4)

Holdsworth et al. [2006] found that the
width of the meteor height distribution
is linearly correlated with the tempera-
tures derived from meteor decay time
profiles. Here we present the scatterplot
of the daily values throughout 2013 of
the FWHM observed by the KSS meteor
radar versus the Aura/MLS temperature

Figure 1. Histogram of the height distribution of a total of 35,043meteors
recorded on 1 January 2013 using a 500m height bin. The fitted Gaussian
curve for the estimation of MPH and FWHM is depicted as a blue solid line.

Figure 2. Heights of the constant pressure surfaces of the neutral atmo-
sphere from the Aura MLS (contours) and meteor peak detection
heights (blue diamond) with full width at half maximum (FWHM) of the
meteor distribution (red shaded area) from the meteor radar observations
at King Sejong Station, Antarctica performed throughout 2014.
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at a height of 90 km (Figure 3). Figure 3
shows that the FWHM has a clear linear
relationship with temperature and pre-
sents a well-defined slope with a corre-
lation coefficient of 0.94. The slope of
15.75 in Figure 3 represents the propor-
tionality constant between the FWHM
and temperature. Note that the propor-
tionality constant between the FWHM
and the mesopause temperature does
not appear to change over time, which
is shown in Table 1. This nearly invari-
able proportionality constant allows us
to estimate the temperature at the
meteor peak altitude (~90 km) by using
only the FWHM data observed by the
meteor radar. Kozlovsky et al. [2016]
indicated that the temperature estima-
tion from meteor decay times can be
severely affected by meteor showers
because of the peculiar distribution
of the meteor decay time within the

meteor showers. However, we found that the effects of meteor showers on the linear relationship between
the FWHM and the temperature at 90 km are negligible. Therefore, all of the observed meteor data are used
in this study.

Using the proportionality constant of 15.71 averaged over 4 years from 2012 to 2015, we calculated the tem-
perature at 90 km from themeasured FWHM for 2014 and 2015 under the assumption that the characteristics
of the meteor influxes (i.e., mass and velocity distributions of the meteors) do not change significantly during
the meteor radar observation periods. Figure 4 shows the estimated daily temperatures (TFWHM) at 90 km
from the FWHM of the height distribution of the meteor echoes from 2014 to 2015. Figure 4 also shows
the temperatures (Tdiff) estimated from the previous method that utilized the slopes of the meteor decay
time profiles in a temperature gradient model. The detailed temperature estimation procedure in the pre-
vious method is described in Kim et al. [2012]. The observed temperatures (TMLS) from Aura/MLS instrument
are also presented for the evaluation of the results from the two temperature estimation methods. The ver-
tical resolution of the MLS temperature measurement near 90 km is 13 km, and it has a precision of 3 K. Cubic
spline interpolation was applied to the MLS raw temperature data, which generated temperatures with even
height intervals of 2 km, to obtain the MLS temperature near the meteor peak height. The comparison in
Figure 4 shows that the temperatures estimated from the FWHM well represent the annual variations as well
as the overall day-to-day variability in the mesospheric temperatures. The values are consistent with the MLS
temperatures (on average, 2.86 ± 2.42% difference). The temperatures derived from the meteor decay times,
however, show larger day-to-day variability and severely overestimate the temperature in summer (on aver-
age, 5.63 ± 5.37% difference).

4. Summary and Conclusions

In this study, we presented a new
method for estimating the temperature
near the mesopause region using the
linear relationship between the width
of the meteor height distribution and
the vertical gradient of the background
atmospheric pressure. The temperature
at the meteor peak height can be esti-
mated from observations of the width

Figure 3. Scatterplot of the daily FWHM of the meteor height distribution
versus the average value of the MLS temperatures at 90 km at King Sejong
Station in 2013. The blue solid line depicts the linear regression. The
histograms of the MLS temperature and FWHM data are also presented to
show the overall quantity of the data of the scatter plot.

Table 1. Slope Values Exhibiting a Linear Relationship Between theMLS
Temperature at 90 km and the FWHM From the Meteor Radar at KSS
From 2012 to 2015

Year Slope Correlation Coefficient

2012 15.607 ± 0.373 0.922
2013 15.752 ± 0.321 0.940
2014 15.724 ± 0.332 0.925
2015 15.754 ± 0.334 0.924
Mean 15.709 ± 0.340 0.927
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of the meteor height distribution because the atmospheric pressure gradient directly depends on the atmo-
spheric temperature. Although current methods utilize the temperature dependence of the diffusion process
within meteor trails, the new method uses a totally different physical characteristic of the meteor observa-
tion: the dependence of the meteor height distribution on the vertical gradient of the atmospheric pressure
(i.e., atmospheric temperature). Furthermore, the proportionality constant between the width of the meteor
distribution and the temperature was nearly constant at KSS throughout the entire observational period.
Therefore, once the constant is determined from the independent temperature measurements (MLS tem-
perature in this study) over a certain period of time, the temperature can continuously be estimated from
the measurements of the width alone without requiring any additional information. Finally, the initial valida-
tion of the new method shows that the estimated temperatures are more consistent with satellite observa-
tions compared with the temperatures derived from previous methods.
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